SECTORAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL MAPPING OF UPTAKE OF ORGANIC PRODUCTION METHODS & USE OF NON-CHEMICAL ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING BIOCONTROL TECHNOLOGIES
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Integrated Pest Management means moving away from killing towards managing pest populations. Integrated Pest Management (IPM), if applied correctly, is a sustainable way to protect crops based on applying good agronomic practices to enhance plant resilience, the forecasting and monitoring of pest population development and the use of mechanical as well as biological alternatives to synthetic pesticides. Synthetic pesticides are then only used as a last resort in pest control. These approaches form part of a sustainable and regenerative agriculture system to preserve biodiversity and produce food for future generations. It builds on the principle of working with nature.

The principle of IPM is defined in the Directive 2009/128/EC on the Sustainable Use of Pesticides (SUD) by being based upon farmers applying agronomic practices like long crop rotations, cover crops, use of resistant cultivar, well designed seeding timetable, protection and enhancement of beneficial insects and utilization of ecological infrastructure both inside and outside the fields, and the use of biocontrol technologies.

These techniques need to be applied and thought in combination, not separately. That is the complexity but also the joy of being a farmer working with nature.

"When you have solved one problem, another one shows up. It’s called the job... I think that in terms of the cut (pruning) systems against fungal disease, there is something to be done."

Luc Pellet – Wine-maker in Suisse Romande, Switzerland

The examples in this booklet illustrate how good agronomic practices and biological control methods can go hand in hand, allowing farmers to adopt more holistic approaches of IPM (applying an increasing combination of techniques from the IPM triangle), moving up the IPM ladder.
The SUD provides that, from 2014, all farmers in the EU apply IPM but unfortunately this is far from successfully implemented. In 2017, the European Commission prepared a report evaluating how Member States have implemented the SUD, and among other things concludes:

“Integrated Pest Management is a cornerstone of the Directive, and it is therefore of particular concern that Member States have not yet set clear targets and ensured their implementation, including for the more widespread use of land management techniques such as crop rotation. ... the Commission will support the Member States in the development of methodologies to assess compliance with the eight IPM principles, taking into account the diversity of EU agriculture and the principle of subsidiarity”.

Member States should have improved their technical assistance to farmers in relation to development of forecasting models able to monitor pest1, but has neither been able to fix any mandatory requirements for farmers to apply within the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) nor been able to sufficiently inform about alternatives to pesticides within their farm advisory services, despite this being mandatory for Member States to do, again within the CAP2.

Despite the low uptake there are pockets of success on which the farming sector can build. First of all, it is time that conventional farmers learn from the organic sector, but there is also a need to make sure that certain actors start recognizing the potential of certain non-chemical alternatives (such as pheromones) that have been very well developed in certain cooperatives and areas. It is time to understand what is not IPM but also what are now established techniques and not new innovations, such as the use of biological control in greenhouses and the use of pheromones in orchards and vineyards.

---

2 https://ec.europa.eu/food/audits-analysis/audit_reports/
How to move up on the IPM ladder starting by using pheromones:

Pheromones work optimally when applied over wide areas, which therefore often encourage farmers to work strategically in groups. For each of the farmers' groups we have been interviewing over the years, we observed that once they start to work together on biological alternatives, often inspired and assisted by public research centres, they begin to develop their understanding of the lifecycle of the pest, therefore work with nature — not against it — to more effectively manage their farm and control pests. Once initiated, each group continued working further with nature, leading to more than the replacement of pesticides but a move to an overall more resilient biology- and nature-based agriculture that resulted in more biodiverse environments in the soil, crop and the surrounding fields. In this way, starting to work with nature allows a serious reduction of pesticide dependency over time.
Agronomy is the key if we are serious about moving towards IPM. However, in a number of the reports that the European Commission has done to verify compliance of the SUD audits in the Member States, it has been noticed that farmers, rather than applying better agronomic practices since the SUD, have been applying more restrictive agronomic practices. For instance, the reports mention that Danish farmers apply narrower crop rotations than in the past, that Swedish farmers no longer produce leguminous crops as the market has disappeared. However, it is fundamental that if the EU is serious about applying IPM, we must encourage farmers to apply good agronomic practices, meaning practices working with nature, practices that feed the soil and attract natural predators and beneficial insects, rather than focusing on short term profit. The next step must be that we start recognizing what is not IPM.

Over the past years, we have been filming a number of farmers, and all of them explain how starting to use alternative method and/or practice in the spirit of working with nature, has led them to adopt other practices to build up resilient systems and successfully reduce their dependency on pesticides.

This can apply to all sectors, including arables: groups of farmers can adopt good practices to manage weeds and insects without pesticides thanks to independent advice from agronomists, and the collective aspect creates a synergy that make farmers willing to go further.

In Normandie, France, a group of arable farmers from the Dephy Phyto network reduced their pesticides use by 50% following the advice of Bertrand Omon, agricultural advisor from the regional Chamber of Agriculture.

**To reduce your usage, you need a cultivation system which involves a number of linked steps carried out one after the other. This includes for example alternating spring and winter crops to restrict mould and disease and using varieties which are less susceptible to disease... For wheat, I sow different varieties together to prevent the issues that arise when you have only one single variety”... I sow much later than usual to prevent weeds from growing at their optimum times.”**

Antoine Lambert — Cereal-grower in Fours-en-Vexin. France

**“I rotate every 9 years between 6 different crops. It involves mechanical weeding and using staggered sowing dates to prevent problems with insects and diseases. It also involves mixing wheat varieties to try to pool the disease resistances of different varieties and make use of all of their properties.”**

Jean-Bernard Lozier — Cereal and protein-crop grower in Coudres. France

**“I reorganised my plot structure into plots of no more than 12 ha, separated with strips of grass... From the third or fourth year, you start getting a lot of beetles in the grassy areas which eat the slugs around the crops.”**

Jean-Philippe Pétillon — Cereal-grower in Richeville. France
Maximising the effectiveness of biocontrol is achieved by a holistic agroecological approach to farming. Buffer strips in farmland provide food for pollinators and reservoirs of beneficial insects that can augment the predation and parasitism of pests in the main crop. Additional food for predators can be placed in the buffer strips augmenting beneficial insect populations to create a “standing army” ready to invade the crop and suppress pests when they arrive. Traps that monitor the level of insect pests or weather stations that monitor crop conditions so that the timing of biocontrol can be optimized to maximise effectiveness and value for money for the farmer are key tools that when used alongside biocontrol technologies enhance its effectiveness and optimize the financials.

Ready-to-use biocontrol technology alternatives exist for several sectors, in particular horticulture and in greenhouses as well as a promising start in arable crops. We hope the testimonies we gave will be inspiring for farmers to change their practices, work together to maximise learning to work with nature.

Finally, many of farmers engaged in an IPM or an organic approach are willing to inform the general public about their practices and will therefore be an important aspect in involving society at large, but also other farmers, in the ecological transition.
The filmed testimonies also show something more than alternative techniques. Many of them make it clear that when farmers start or return to work with nature, they also start feeling more respected by the surroundings, and some even feel less stressed:

**“What’s more, this system helps me to meet current societal demand for products produced with fewer pesticides.”**

Didier Duedal — Cereal-grower and cattle farmer in Orvaux, France

**“We are respecting the soil and animals more, including for future generations, because we can’t keep going on applying so much plant protection products. I take a great satisfaction in knowing that we can act in a different way which respects nature’s capabilities. To me, that’s what being farmer is all about.”**

Eric Odienne — Cereal-grower and cattle farmer in Chambla, France

**“The borders have also boosted the image of the whole sector... Now, when you sow these flower borders around the field, you get people stopping. Several times now, I’ve seen cyclists stopping to pick a few flowers... I can explain to people why I’m doing this, which they are very glad to hear. Because not only are you reducing pesticide use, but you’re also helping make the landscape more beautiful.”**

Martin De Ruiter — Vegetable-grower in Hoeksche Waard, The Netherlands
With this publication, we wish to highlight successful examples of farmers applying IPM principles that show that such a transition is already a reality for some farmers in some areas. We hope this will inspire others to get started too, and that we finally can start the journey towards healthier agricultural and food systems.

For more information on IPM visit our websites
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